
TERRAZZO • MARBLE • GRANITE • QUARTZ • PORCELAIN



HISTORY
Diespeker has been a major supplier of surface materials to the 
UK and worldwide markets since our foundation in 1881. 

There’s evidence of our early work in prestigious locations like 
the National Portrait Gallery and the London Coliseum, and in 
public spaces you use every day.

Along the way we’ve had a significant influence on our sector, 
from devising methods of creating reinforced precast terrazzo in 
the 1920s to innovating with precast terrazzo in the 1980s.

We have become a refined operation with a purpose-built 
London factory boasting the latest in Italian cutting and polishing 
technology, skilled craftsmen and consummate experience in all 
processes.

When you’re looking for a company with a true love of stone, talk 
to Diespeker.



LOCATION
Our South East London premises are in striking distance of the 

City and combine offices, factory, showroom and storage all 
in one easily-accessible place.

Visitors are warmly welcomed and we’re always happy to discuss 
concepts and projects over a cup of Italian coffee.

We can arrange a mini tour so you can see exactly how we 
operate, our first rate facilities, incomparable artisan skills and 

superb stock levels – all set for instant delivery.





PRODUCTS
& SERVICES

Diespeker stocks, supplies and installs most types of stone for flooring, countertops, cladding, even 
furniture. Our range includes marble, granite, quartz and conglomerate, plus porcelain and cement.

We come into our own with our extensive choice of terrazzo designs, with multiple options in 
cement and resin. And for those wanting a truly unique surface, our skill and ingenuity in creating 

bespoke terrazzo is second to none. 

With three depots, two in London and one in Italy, we hold an impressively large stock of many 
materials so we can provide an exceptionally quick delivery.

Our full service covers site surveys, technical support, drawings, supply and installation, with a 
comprehensive aftercare package available. We also provide in-house pendulum testing for 

floors so you can check slip resistance even before you place an order. 



WORK
Diespeker’s inspirational work can be seen the world over. From 
residential homes in London to contemporary offices across 
Europe, restaurants, luxury retailers and boutiques, galleries, 
theatres and concourses everywhere. Our client list is enviable 
and we’re proud to have worked with many leading designers 
and architects on renowned projects across the globe.



STONE | TE081 TERRAZZO 
CLIENT | KENT-BASED RESIDENTIAL KITCHEN



STONE | BESPOKE RESIN TERRAZZO 
CLIENT | FOLIE



STONE | TE074 TERRAZZO 
CLIENT | OMAR’S PLACE RESTAURANT





FORWARD 
THINKING

Diespeker is always pushing forward - we never stand still. 
Our desire to innovate is apparent in the ground-breaking 

solutions we’ve devised for our clients.

Our pioneering teams have developed methods of bending resin 
terrazzo panels to match curved countertops; created a ribbed 

effect frontage to echo the design of wooden furniture; and 
formulated a breakthrough combination flooring using the very 

best elements of resin and cement terrazzo for a seamless finish 
with a natural effect and exceptional qualities.

If you’re faced with a challenge, we’re the people to talk to. 
If there’s a solution, we’ll find it!



CONTACT
sales@diespeker.co.uk  |  press@diespeker.co.uk

132-136 Ormside Street
London SE15 1TF
United Kingdom

+44 (0)20 7358 0160
diespeker.co.uk 

@diespeker.co




